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welcome to online tech tips a blog that provide readers
with daily computer tutorials technology news software
reviews and personal computing tips we have thousands
of articles and guides to help you get the most out of
technology our articles have been read over 275 million
times since we launched in 2007 no you can t coins once
purchased cannot be refunded in any case the only
option is that use those coins to purchase virtual
resources on tiktok if you still need some money urgently
and all you have is a few coins on your wallet you can do
one thing just ask your close friends or followers if they
need diamonds or other resources for their page if they
need you can sell it to them in return of real money this is
the only way to make real money with tiktok and all other
ways are fake and wastage of time although you can t
share in tiktok advertising revenue successful tiktok
performers can still make money on the platform the most
obvious way is by influencer marketing if you can build a
sufficient following of dedicated viewers you can market
yourself to brands to sell products to your audience s
demographic once you have keen followers you can
create and sell merchandise to them particularly if you
make your name in an unusual niche rather than just lip
synching you can also launch your career through tiktok
this also helps you better know your audience you re not
making videos for yourself nor should you make a wide
range of videos trying to keep everybody happy
successful tiktokers make videos that they know their
audience will love it is much easier to devote your
attention to a particular group of people rather than just
making random content
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